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ABSTRACT
College students enrolled in online courses lack many of the
supports available to students in traditional face-to-face classes on
a campus such as meeting the instructor, having a set class time,
discussing topics in-person during class, meeting peers and having
the option to speak with them outside of class, being able to visit
faculty during office hours, and so on. Instructors also lack these
interactions, which typically provide meaningful indications of
how students are doing individually and as a cohort. Further,
online instructors typically carry a heavier teaching load, making
it even more important for them to find quick, reliable, and easily
understandable indicators of student progress, so that they can
prioritize their interventions based on which students are most in
need. In this paper, we study very early predictors of student
success and failure. Our data is based on student activity, and is
drawn from courses offered online by a large private university.
Our data source is the Soomo Learning Environment, which hosts
the course content as well as extensive formative assessment. We
find that students who access the resources early, continue
accessing the resources throughout the early weeks of the course,
and perform well on formative activities are more likely to
succeed. Through use of these indicators in early weeks, it is
possible to derive actionable, understandable, and reasonably
reliable predictions of student success and failure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Students enrolled in online courses lack many of the supports
available to students in traditional face-to-face classes on campus
[13]. Drop rates are typically higher for online courses than
traditional courses (see review in [8]), and procrastination is often
a major problem in online courses [10]. Part of the reason for the
lower success seen in online courses comes from the fact that
faculty have less direct contact with students [5, 19] and as a
result have fewer indicators of how students are doing, outside of
formal assessment. This makes intervention for at-risk students
more difficult than in campus-based learning settings.
As a result, many universities and providers of online courseware
have moved to models that can automatically identify when
students are at risk. These models identify indicators of potential
student failure (or lower success). A comprehensive review of
work in this area can be found in [10]. In one example of the
creation and study of such a model, Barber and Sharkey [4]
predicted course failure using a mixture of data from student
finances, student performance in previous classes, student forum
posting, and assignment performance. In a second example,
Whitmer [17] predicted final course grade from student LMS
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usage activity, including the number of times a student accessed
any content, the number of times a student read or posted to the
forum, and the number of times a student accessed or submitted
an assignment. In a third example, Romero and colleagues [15]
predicted final course grade from activity and performance on
assignments, including time taken by the student; this work was
followed up by additional work, where the same group studied a
more extensive set of interaction variables within the Moodle
platform [14]. In a fourth example, Andergassen and colleagues
[1] predicted final exam score from completion of online learning
activities, including when in the semester students engaged those
activities, and the total span of time between a student’s first and
last activities in the online resource.
An area of particular importance is early prediction, as
recommended by Dekker and colleagues [7]. Being able to make
predictions early in the semester, using the data available from
initial student participation in the course, allows for timely
intervention. There have been projects that have been successful
in identifying at-risk students early in the semester. For example,
Ming and Ming [12] developed models that could predict student
course success from the first week of course participation, based
on the topics students posted on the online discussion forum. In
another example, Jiang and colleagues [11] predicted MOOC
course completion from grades and discussion forum social
network centrality, at the conclusion of the first course week.
Models that can predict student success early in a course, from
course participation data, may be more or less useful depending
on the features the models are based upon. If models are based on
indicators which are interpretable and meaningful to course staff,
these models can then provide instructors with data on which
students are at-risk along with information on why those specific
students are at risk. Systems of this nature have been successfully
embedded within intervention practices and had positive impacts
on student outcomes. For example, the Course Signals project at
Purdue University provides predictions to instructors along with
suggested interventions for specific students, in the form of
recommended emails to send the students [2]. In one evaluation,
Course Signals was associated with better student grades and
better retention [3]. Another project, the Open Academic Support
Environment, was associated with better student grades [10].
The attributes of a desirable predictive model are tightly
connected to the potential uses of that model. For example, highly
complex “black box” indicators are hard for instructors to use in
interventions, even if they might be perfectly suitable for
automated interventions. Beyond this, demographic variables
(such as race and financial need) can be predictive [17, 18], but
are less immediately useful for instructors wishing to intervene.
In this paper, we study early predictors of student success based
on student activity, with the goal of giving faculty immediately
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uuseful, easy-to-in
nterpret data.
W
We analyze these predictors within
w
the conteext of the Soom
mo
L
Learning Environ
nment, a system
m used by over 100
1 universities to
ddeliver course co
ontent and extensive formative assessment
a
to ov
ver
770,000 undergrad
duates a year. Sp
pecifically, in th
his paper we stud
dy
thhe learning and eventual successs of over four thousand studen
nts
taaking an online course on intro
oductory history
y at a large 4-yeear
pprivate university
y.
W
We find that stu
udents who acceess the resourcees early, continu
ue
aaccessing the ressources througho
out the early weeeks of the coursse,
aand perform weell on formativ
ve activities aree more likely to
ssucceed in the co
ourse overall. Through
T
use of these
t
indicators in
eearly weeks, it is
i possible to derive
d
actionablee, understandablle,
aand reasonably reliable,
r
predictiions of student success, enablin
ng
ffaculty to identiffy those studentss most in need off intervention, an
nd
ssuggesting the kiind of guidance each
e
student neeeds.

22. DATA
W
We investigate these
t
issues witthin the contextt of data from an
a
inntroductory history course, offered as an onlinee course by a larg
ge
44-year private un
niversity, using an
a interactive web-based
w
learnin
ng
resource from So
oomo. The Soom
mo Learning En
nvironment (SLE
E)
iss a web-based content manag
gement system built for hostin
ng
innstructional con
ntent and formatiive assessment. Typically
T
studen
nts
cclick a link in their
t
learning management
m
systtem to open theeir
w
webtext, hosted in the SLE, in
n a new tab. Alll course conten
nt,
ccustomized for th
he specific instrructor and institu
ution, is presenteed
w
within this enviro
onment. Courses are typically built
b
with a mix of
ooriginal, permisssioned, and open
n content, combiining text, imagees,
aaudio, video, ho
osted and linkeed artifacts, and
d tools for stud
dy.
W
Webtexts are developed
d
by in
nstructional dessigners at Soom
mo
L
Learning in conv
versation with faaculty advisors and
a subject mattter
eexperts. Webtextts are then peerr reviewed and finally tailored to
thhe needs of a specific institution
n and/or faculty member.
m

3. AN
NALYZING
G INDIVID
DUAL
PRED
DICTORS
One oof the major ggoals of predicctive analytics is making
predictiions early in thhe semester, before the studennt has fallen
behind on the course’s material to ann extent that is difficult to
repair. It is at this stagee where instructor intervention ccan have the
greatesst impact. In thhis paper, therefore, we focus on student
perform
mance and usagee in the first 4 weeeks of a 10-weeek term.
The Sooomo webtexts innclude formativee assessment thrroughout the
course,, starting on thhe first pages oof the resource. This gives
faculty measures of sttudent engagem
ment and perform
mance from
the verry first week of the course. Thee predictors anallyzed in this
paper aare not inherent tto the Soomo Leearning Environnment – they
could bbe applied to othher online coursees that have onliine readings
and asssignments. Theey rely primarilly on having m
measures of
studentt engagement annd understandinng on a regular basis, from
the starrt of the course.

3.1 D
Did the stud
dent access tthe webtextt at all?
The firrst feature we analyze is wheether students aaccessed the
webtexxt at all in the eearly stages of thhe course. This course was
organizzed into a set oof one-week unnits. Therefore, it might be
plausibble to analyze whether a studdent accessed tthe webtext
during the first week oof the course; byy the end of thee first week,
the stuudents were exppected to have completed the ffirst week’s
materiaals. However, many studentss procrastinate [16], and
studentts are not penaalized within thhis course for completing
materiaals late, so it is possible that m
many students doo not access
course materials withinn this window. W
We analyze varriants of this
feature , looking at whhether students have failed too access the
webtexxt and activities within the first N days of the course. The
canoniccal value of N is 7; other valuues are also exaamined. (We
omit daata from one couurse term for thiss analysis in speecific, due to
a logginng error).

W
Webtexts are nott just digital cop
pies of traditionaal paper textbook
ks;
thhey are distinguished by hundreeds of opportunitties for students to
respond to the content throug
gh the course Within Soomo
o’s
w
webtexts, “Stud
dy Questions” help
h
students assess
a
their ow
wn
ccomprehension of what th
hey just read
d or watcheed.
““Investigations” present opporttunities for application, analysis,
ssynthesis, and evaluation, th
hereby supportting learners in
ddeveloping richer understanding..
F
Final student grrades in the US
S History coursse were based on
o
pperformance on a range of assign
nments. The graade weighting was
w
iddentical across sections in a sp
pecific term, bu
ut varied term-ttoteerm as the univ
versity and Soom
mo Learning worked
w
together to
tuune the coursee. The final course
c
grade was
w
based on a
ccombination of a final paper an
nd milestones to
o that final papeer,
w
work in the Soo
omo Learning Environment,
E
an
nd participation in
cclass discussion boards. We obtained
o
data on
o student courrse
pperformance and
d webtext activ
vity, for 4,002 students enrolleed
aacross 140 sectio
ons of this course, taught over six terms in 2013
aand 2014. Thesee students perforrmed a total of 2,053,452 actions
inn the webtext, in
ncluding opening
g pages and answ
wering questionss.
S
Student grades below 60% were
w
considered
d failing gradees;
hhowever, the taarget of our at--risk prediction
ns was to prediict
w
whether students would fall below 73%, the minimum grad
de
required to get a C. 990 of the 4,002
4
students (2
24.7%) obtained
da
ggrade below 73%
%.
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Figure 1. The introducctory US Historry webtext (abovve) and
ded study questtions relevant too that text (below
w)
embedd
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A
As such, we preedict whether a student got a co
ourse grade und
der
773% (a.k.a. eventually failed or got
g a D), from whether
w
the studeent
hhad accessed thee book yet by daay N. A precisio
on-recall curve for
f
thhis relationship is shown in Figu
ure 2. A precisio
on-recall curve [6]
[
sshows the tradeeoff between prrecision and reecall for differeent
thhresholds of a model.
m
Precision represents the proportion
p
of casses
iddentified as at-riisk that are genu
uinely at-risk; recall represents th
he
pproportion of gen
nuinely at-risk cases
c
that are ideentified as at-rissk.
T
They are computted:

T
Typically, preccision-recall cu
urves are useed for differeent
cconfidence thresh
holds between a positive and neegative predictio
on;
inn this case, we display the tradeoff between prrecision and recaall
ffor different threesholds of how many
m
days into a course a studeent
ccan be before we become conceerned that they have
h
not accesseed
thhe webtext yet.. As will be seeen in the papeer, studying theese
ccurves allows uss to study the rellative trade-off between
b
precisio
on
aand recall for different
d
model thresholds and different featu
ure
vvariants. Some in
nstructors may want
w models with higher recall, so
thhat they can con
ntact a larger pro
oportion of at-riisk students; oth
her
innstructors may want
w more modeels with higher precision,
p
to avo
oid
ccontacting too many
m
total studen
nts. While some researchers argu
ue
ffor optimizing a single metric, different
d
instructtors (or universiity
aadministrators) may
m prefer differrent models.
A
As Figure 2 sho
ows, there is a clear
c
trade-off between
b
precisio
on
aand recall for how
h
many days have passed at
a the start of th
he
ccourse without th
he student accesssing the webtex
xt. On the far left,
aalmost all studen
nts who have no
ot yet accessed th
he webtext by th
he
114th day of the cllass fail. On the far right, almosst all students wh
ho
eeventually fail arre captured by a model that loo
oks at whether th
he
sstudent has not yet
y accessed the webtext seven days before classs,
bbut precision is only 40%. On
n the first day of class (day 0),
0
pprecision is bareely higher but recall is much lo
ower. Seven daays
laater (day 7), precision approaches 80% but reecall is just belo
ow
220%. As such, this
t
indicator ch
hanges its mean
ning considerab
bly
w
with each day th
hat passes during
g the first 7 day
ys of the class. On
O
dday 0, the Cohen
n’s Kappa for thiis feature (repressenting the degrree
too which the mo
odel is better th
han chance) is 0.207. On day 7,
K
Kappa is 0.200. On day 3, it reeaches a maximum of 0.277; an
ny
vvalue of N higher or lower than 3 has a lower Kaappa.

3.2 H
Has the stud
dent accesseed the webteext
recen
ntly?
Accesssing the webtexxt is an impoortant first stepp, but it is
reasonaable to believe that students aare most successsful if they
continuue to access thhe course materrials weekly. A
As such, the
second feature we annalyze is how llong it has beeen since the
studentt accessed the w
webtext. This featture has two parrameters: the
currentt day N, and thee number of daays D since the student last
accesseed the webtext.
As suchh, we are prediccting whether a student got a ccourse grade
under 773% (a.k.a. evenntually failed or got a D), from whether the
studentt had accessed tthe book in the last D days, at the time of
day N. For tractabilityy, we select fourr possible values for D: the
last 3 ddays, the last 5 days, the last 7 days, and the last 10 days.
We alsoo select values bbetween 1 and 228 for N; the model does not
go beyoond the fourth w
week of this courrse, because afteer this point,
it is rellatively late for “early” intervenntion. Note that sstudents can
open tthe book beforre the first dayy of the coursse (so it is
meaninngful to comparee between valuess of D, even for N
N=1).
A set oof precision-recaall curves is givven for these moodel variants
in Figuure 3. As Figure 3 shows, the m
models start out vvery similar,
regardlless of value off D, at the begginning of the ccourse, with
precisioons around 44%
%-46% and recallls around 65%-70%.
As the value of N goees up, recall drrops and precision goes up,
until thhe changes becoome unstable around the third w
week of the
course.. (At that poinnt, however, thhe changes aree relatively
minimaal). The higher the value of D
D, the higher tthe eventual
precisioon and the lowerr the eventual reecall, at the end oof the fourth
week oof the course. Foor instance, for D = 7, the precission reaches
80.4% by day 14, thouugh the recall iss at a relatively low 16.7%.
To putt this another w
way, on day 14, a student w
who has not
accesseed the textbook iin the last 7 dayss has a 80.4% prrobability of
perform
ming poorly in the course, annd 16.7% of sttudents who
perform
m poorly in the ccourse had not aaccessed the texttbook in the
last sevven days on day 14.
This shhift effect is rellatively weaker for lower valuees of D; for
instancce, for D = 3, thee precision goes up relatively litttle, reaching
only 544.2% on day 44, while the reccall drops rapidlly, reaching
35.8% by day 7. Thesee results, in aggregate, show thatt this feature
manife sts different behhavior dependingg on choice of thhreshold.
Kappa values were reelatively unstable across predicttors, though
the diffferences in Kap
appa were generrally small, inddicating that
most oof the differences between moodels reflected a precisionrecall ttradeoff. The beest Kappa, 0.27, was obtained ffor D=7 and
N=28. The second besst kappa, 0.247, was obtained ffor D=7 and
However, the thirrd best kappa, 00.241, was obtainned for D=3
N=4. H
and N=
=4. Kappa valuess were generallyy higher for highher values of
D, but the differences were extremelyy small; the aveerage Kappa
for eachh value of D onlly varied by 0.033.

3.3 IIs the studen
nt doing poorly on exerrcises in
the w
webtext?
F
Figure 2. Precission-Recall Currve for how well
w a final grad
de
b
below 73% is prredicted by wheether a student has accessed th
he
w
webtext by day N.
N
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Anotheer indicator that the student is sttruggling is if thhe student is
perform
ming poorly onn the formative exercises in thhe webtext.
These exercises comprrise only a third of the studennt’s eventual
grade, bbut are an indicaator that the studdent does not unnderstand the
contentt. As discussed above, there aree two types of assignments
within tthe webtext, Stuudy Questions annd Investigationss.
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Figure 3: Precision-Recall Currve for how welll a final grade below 73% is p
predicted by wh
hether a studentt has accessed the webtext
in th
he last D days (iindicated by collor), by day N.
W
We can look at
a student perfo
ormance on theese two types of
aassignments, firsst filtering out students
s
who haave not completeed
aany assignments,, and then lookin
ng for students who
w by the end of
thhe first or secon
nd week of con
ntent (day N = 7 or 14) have an
a
aaverage below a cut-off S for Stu
udy Questions, and a cut-off I for
f
Innvestigations. As
A such, we are predicting
p
wheth
her a student gott a
ccourse grade und
der 73% (a.k.a. eventually
e
failed
d or got a D), fro
om
w
whether the stud
dent averaged beelow S on Study
y Questions and
dI
oon investigate assignments, at thee time of day N.
O
Optimizing based on Cohen’s Kappa,
K
and settin
ng N = day 7, we
w
ffind that the valu
ue of S has alm
most no impact (and
(
are therefo
ore
nnot shown on Fiigure 3). For exaample, if the I cutoff
c
= 70%, an
ny
vvalue of S from 50% to 95% ressults in a Cohen’s Kappa betweeen
00.18 and 0.20. Iff the I cutoff = 85%,
8
any value of S from 50% to
995% results in a Cohen’s Kappa between 0.08 an
nd 0.10.
B
By contrast, thee value of I has substantial impact
i
on mod
del
ggoodness. If the I cutoff = 65% (and
(
S = I), Kap
ppa is 0.20. If thee I
ccutoff = 95% (an
nd S=I), Kappa iss -0.05.
T
The reason for th
his difference in
n predictive pow
wer between Stud
dy
Q
Questions and In
nvestigations is likely
l
that Study
y Questions can be
b
reset. That is, when
w
a student answers a set off Study Question
ns,
mmediately grad
ded. Students arre given feedbacck
thhe attempt is im
aand an opportuniity to reset the questions
q
and an
nswer them agaiin.
S
Students are enccouraged to do this in order to
t understand th
he
ccorrect answer before they mo
ove on. Investigations are mo
ore
ccomplex, and are also not resettable. In generaal, then, scores on
o
S
Study Questionss indicate efforrt and scores on Investigations
inndicate understaanding.
S
Setting S = I, we
w can computte the precision
n-recall curve for
f
ddifferent values of
o I, shown in Fiigure 4.
A
As Figure 4 show
ws, as the requirred grade to nott be considered ata
risk goes up, the recall
r
goes up bu
ut the precision goes
g
down, leadin
ng
too very different models for diffeerent thresholds. It does not appeear
too make a big difference,
d
however, whether wee look at the firrst
w
week of content, or the first two weeks
w
of content..
T
To break this dow
wn, students who
o got below 95%
% on the first weeek
oof Soomo Learnin
ng Environment content had a 34
4.0% probability of
pperforming poorlly, and 81.8% of students who performed poorrly
inn the course ob
btained below 95%
9
on the firstt week of Soom
mo
L
Learning Environ
nment content. Sttudents who got below 50% on
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ure 4. Precision--Recall Curve foor how well a fin
nal grade
Figu
below 73% is predicteed by average grrade on assignm
ments (I), by
day (N) 7 and 14.
the firstt week of Soomoo Learning Envirronment content hhad a 69.5%
probabiility of performinng poorly, and 188.1% of studentss who
perform
med poorly in thee course obtaineed below 50% onn the first
week off Soomo Learninng Environment content. As Figuure 4 shows,
the tradde-off between prrecision and recaall is roughly eveen for values
of S andd I between 50%
% and 95%.

4. IN
NTEGRATE
ED PREDIC
CTIVE MO
ODEL
Havingg computed thesse three indicattors, it becomess feasible to
look att the three in conncert, to see how
w well we can ddo overall at
predictiing whether a sttudent is at risk oof obtaining a low grade.
The m
most straightforw
ward way to ddo so would sim
mply be to
combinne the single beest version of thhe three operatorrs described
above, with an “or” fuunction. Taking the students w
who obtained
below 95% on the firrst week of Sooomo Learning E
Environment
contentt, the students whho had not yet oppened the book oon day 2, and
the studdents who had noot accessed the bbook in the last 7 days on day
28, andd combining theem using an “or”” function ends up with the
predictiion that 98.6% of students are at--risk, a model thaat is not very
usable ffor intervention ((the instructor inntervenes for all sstudents).
Alternaatively, we can uuse higher-precission, lower-recalll versions of
these m
metrics. Taking the students whho obtained bellow 50% on
the firstt week of Soomoo Learning Envirronment content, the students
who haad not yet openeed the book on dday 7, and the students who
had noot accessed the book in the laast 3 days on day 7, and
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ccombining them using an “or” fu
unction ends up with
w the predictio
on
thhat 84.7% of stud
dents are at-risk, still too many in
nterventions.
If, by contrast, we
w use “and” across the three operators, trying to
ffind students wh
ho are definitely not at-risk (ee.g. students wh
ho
ddemonstrate nonee of the three beh
haviors that are indicative
i
of an ata
risk student), th
he higher-precision, lower-recalll version of th
he
m
metrics identifiess exactly four stu
udents out of 400
02 as being at rissk.
T
The lower-precission, higher-recalll version of thee metrics identifiies
114.1% of the stud
dents as being att-risk, a more wo
orkable number for
f
inntervention. How
wever, the modell achieves a preciision of 25.8% an
nd
a recall of 10.2%, much worse nu
umbers than singlle-feature modelss.

W
We input to the models
m
the best variants of each
h feature (in term
ms
oof Kappa) seen in the previous sections. We also
a
input extrem
me
thhreshold variantts of the featurees (high precisio
on-low recall an
nd
loow precision-hig
gh recall) when
n they achieve comparable
c
Kapp
pa
too the best variaants. In specific,, we include wh
hether the studeent
oopened the book
k on the first N days
d
after the co
ourse start (0 day
ys,
2 days, 7 days), whether the stu
udent accessed the book recenttly
(D=7, N=28; D=7,
D
N=4; D=
=3, N=4), and performance on
o
aassignments (wk. 1 only, S=I=0.6
65).
W
We applied severral classification
n algorithms to these
t
features, an
nd
eevaluated the ressultant models using
u
Kappa, preecision, recall, an
nd
A
A', shown in Taable 1. A' is thee probability th
hat the model caan
ddistinguish whether a student is in the at-risk category
c
or not. A
m
model with an A'
A of 0.5 perform
ms at chance, and
d a model with an
a
A
A' of 1.0 perfo
orms perfectly [9]. A' is used
d rather than th
he
thheoretically equ
uivalent AUC ROC
R
implementaation, due to bugs
inn existing implementations of AUC
A
ROC.
A
As is often the case, there is not a single bestt model across all
a
m
metrics. The best A' is obtained by W-KStar; bu
ut this algorithm
m’s
K
Kappa is much lower
l
than otherr algorithms witth very similar A'.
A
A
Arguably, Logisttic Regression, with
w A' only 0.0
015 lower than WW
K
Kstar, but Kapp
pa 0.111 betterr, should be prreferred. Logisttic
R
Regression also achieves the beest Recall amon
ng the algorithm
ms,
w
while obtaining a middling Preecision. Of cou
urse, it should be
b
remembered thatt Recall and Preccision can alway
ys be traded-off by
b
sselecting an alteernate threshold
d based on a Receiver-Operatin
R
ng
C
Characteristic curve,
c
or a Prrecision-Recall curve (as useed
thhroughout this paper),
p
shown in Figures 5 and 6.
6 These curves
T
Table 1. Perform
mance of Integrrated Predictivee Models.
Algorithm

Kappa

Precision

Recall

A'

W-J48

0.315

0.636

0.435

0.65
55

W-JRip

0.265

0.570

0.468

0.57
78

Naïve Bayes

0.231

0.532

0.483

0.66
66

W-KStar

0.233

0.670

0.288

0.67
77

Step Regression
n

0.305

0.697

0.353

0.65
58

Logistic
Regression

0.344

0.568

0.595

0.66
62
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Figuree 5. Receiver-Op
perating Characteristic Curve for (CrossValidaated) Logistic Reegression Versioon of Integrated
d Predictive
Model.

1
Precision

A
An alternate app
proach, which we
w use in this seection, is to usee a
m
machine-learned model to com
mbine the feattures in a mo
ore
ccomplex way. In
n these analyses,, we conduct cro
oss-validation ass a
ccheck on over-fittting, to determiine how reliable these models will
w
bbe for new stud
dents in future sections
s
of the course.
c
Given th
he
ffocus on predictting performancce for future co
ourse sections, we
w
cconduct the crosss-validation at th
he grain-size of course
c
sections.

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

0
0.2

0.4
0.6
Reccall

0.8
8

1

Figuree 6. Precision-Reecall Curve for (Cross-Validateed) Logistic
R
Regression Verssion of Integrateed Predictive M
Model.
indicatee that recall can be increased to 94.3%, while m
maintaining
precisioon of 35.1%.

5. DIISCUSSION
N AND CO
ONCLUSION
NS
In this paper, we havee investigated thhe degree to whhich student
particippation in webteext activities w
within the Soom
mo Learning
Environnment, early inn the semester, are predictive of eventual
studentt success in a coourse. We find tthat it is indeedd possible to
achievee a reasonable ddegree of predicttive power, and tto identify a
substanntial proportion of the at-risk students, withh reasonable
precisioon. Some of these measures havve predictive vallue from the
first day
ay of the course, allowing very early interventionn.
In aggrregate, we find tthat a combinatiion of these measures leads
to A' vvalues in the 00.65-0.7 range, sufficient for iintervention,
though not quite up to the level off medical diagnnostics. The
logisticc regression verrsion of the com
mbined model ccan identify
59.5% of students whoo will perform poorly, achievinng precision
of 56.88%, 34.4% betteer than chance. Of course, withh any of the
approacches used here, confidence threesholds for interrvention can
be adjuusted, leading too more or fewer interventions. Iff high recall
is the ggoal – attemptinng to provide iintervention to m
most at-risk
studentts even if somee interventions are mis-appliedd – then the
threshoold of the logiistic regressionn model can bbe adjusted,
resultinng in a model thhat can identify 94.3% of the sttudents who
will peerform poorly, but where onlyy 35.1% of the students it
identifiies performs pooorly. This modeel does better thhan a singlefeature model; even the high recalll model from section 3-3
(perform
mance under 95% on early assiggnments within tthe webtext)
obtaineed a recall of 81.8% -- lower tthan the logisticc regression
model – while achievinng comparable pprecision (34.0%
%).
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However, if the goal is to provide high-cost interventions to the
students who are very likely to perform poorly, the logistic
regression model is not an optimal choice. The logistic regression
model cannot achieve very high precision, even through adjusting
thresholds, as shown in Figure 6. However, an alternate approach
can be adopted, through using a different predictor algorithm, step
regression. This algorithm obtains more precise prediction than
logistic regression, with precision of 69.7% and recall of 35.3%
for standard thresholds.

[4] Barber, R., Sharkey, M. (2012) Course Correction: Using
Analytics to Predict Course Success. Proceedings of the 2nd
International Conference on Learning Analytics, 259-262.

Importantly, these measures are based upon interpretable features.
They are based upon features that instructors identified as
meaningful and having the potential for intervention. The
combination of individual-feature models and a comprehensive
model enables us to identify which students are at risk, and then to
provide instructors with information about which students are at
risk, and why. We can specifically identify that a student is at risk
because he/she has failed to access the resources, or because
he/she has failed to complete the assignments on time, or because
he/she has scored poorly on the assignments. With this
information, automatically distilled and placed in a user interface
within the Soomo platform, faculty will have a means of finding
students who most need support and a basis for encouraging them
to access the text, do the assigned work, and take the time to do it
well.

[7] Dekker, G., Pechenizkiy, M., Vleeshouwers, J.M. (2009)
Predicting Students Drop Out: A Case Study. Proc. of the 2nd
Int’l. Conference on Educational Data Mining, 41-50.

The first area of future work planned is to enhance the analytics
already offered to instructors by Soomo, based on the findings
presented here. The success of these interventions, both in terms
of improved student grades and improved student retention, will
be evaluated in an experiment or quasi-experiment (the final study
design will depend upon negotiation with the university which
partnered on the analyses discussed in this paper).
However, beyond testing interventions based on the model
presented here, there is considerable future work to extend,
improve, and study the generalizability of these models. For
example, it will be valuable to study what characterizes the
students for whom this model functions less effectively. Can
additional features, like how much time students spend on
assignments, improve overall prediction? And how well will the
features identified here apply for different courses, and for
different universities, an issue explored by Jayaprakash et al. [10],
among others. By answering these questions, we can improve the
models, verify their broad applicability, and move to using the
models within intervention strategies that can achieve broad
positive impact on learners.
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